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Analogue mouse pointer control via an online SSVEP BCI
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Abstract. The steady state visual evoked protocol has recently become a popular
paradigm in brain-computer interface (BCI) applications. Typically (regardless of
function) these applications offer a user binary selection of targets that perform
correspondingly discrete actions. Such discrete control systems are appropriate for
applications that are inherently isolated in nature, such as selecting numbers from a
keypad to be dialled or letters from an alphabet to be spelled. However motivation
exists for users to employ proportional control methods in intrinsically analogue tasks
such as the movement of a mouse pointer. This paper introduces an online BCI in
which control of a mouse pointer is directly proportional to a user’s intent.
Performance is measured over a series of pointer movement tasks and compared to the
traditional discrete output approach. Analogue control allowed subjects to move the
pointer faster to the cued target location compared to discrete output but suffers more
undesired movements overall. Best performance is achieved when combining the
threshold to movement of traditional discrete techniques with the range of movement
offered by proportional control.
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1. Introduction

The Steady State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP) has proved a popular paradigm for a BrainComputer Interface (BCI) due to its robust presence in electroencephalogram (EEG) signals.
The SSVEP is evoked when a subject is exposed to repeated visual stimulation such that the
reaction to a subsequent stimulus occurs before the effect of the previous stimulus has subsided
(Regan, 1989). An SSVEP BCI is normally constructed by presenting the user with multiple
stimuli that are distinct in repetition rates. Previous SSVEP BCI’s have used stimuli repeating
in the range 6Hz – 60Hz (Vialatte et al., 2010). Each stimulus is typically tagged to a specific
command or action that the user is able to perform. Stimuli can be presented through use of
flashing Light Emitting Diodes (LEDS) or alternatively standard CRT or LCD monitors can be
employed to output a variety of stimuli through Computer Generated Imagery (CGI). However,
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this type of presentation is severely limited in the number of distinct stimuli that do not suffer
from temporal aliasing due to the comparatively low refresh rate (60-120Hz) of typical standard
visual display units(Bach et al., 1997; Volosyak et al., 2009a). Although a significant benefit of
CGI is that stimuli can be integrated and manipulated within the BCI display environment far
easier than hardware stimulators such as LEDs.
Typically past SSVEP BCI’s have determined a user’s intent or gaze through frequency
spectrum analysis of the EEG signal. (Middendorf et al., 2000) (Gao et al., 2003; Cheng et al.,
2002; Kelly et al., 2005; Müller-Putz et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006). This is most commonly
implemented using the Fourier transform, particularly the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). FFT
EEG epochs ranging from four to eight seconds are typically employed. Larger epoch lengths
provide two benefits, firstly an increased spectral resolution aiding successful discrimination of
stimuli in the system. Interfaces with up to 48 targets separated by just 0.2Hz have been
presented (Gao et al., 2003). Secondly, increasing the signal to noise ratio within an EEG
epoch, as the FFT operation is in itself an average of the power of individual stimuli flash cycles.
However increased epoch lengths come at the expense of time taken to collect the EEG
resulting in a performance tradeoff between accuracy and time when calculating the information
transfer rate of a system.
Less well explored is performing the FFT operation on much reduced epoch sizes such
as a single cycle basis (EEG epoch lengths that encompass a single flash or stimulation event).
This technique allows us to gain a notion of the contribution of each flash (in amplitude and
phase) to larger epoch FFT averages. Single cycle analysis also allows use of standard
significance tests to classify presence of SSVEP, allowing confidence criteria to be set across all
subjects, negating the need for a training phase or setting of thresholds by empirical
measurement on a per subject basis (Wilson and Palaniappan, 2009).
To the authors knowledge only four published online SSVEP BCI’s have involved
controlling movement as opposed to making discrete selections from a keypad or alphabet etc.
(Lalor et al., 2005; Martinez et al., 2007; Muller-Putz and Pfurtscheller, 2008; Trejo et al.,
2006). In all of the above cases the output of the system is binary i.e. a yes/no decision is made
and the resulting action is discrete in nature.
This paper will demonstrate that by examining EEG on a single cycle basis, features can
be extracted to provide feedback that can represent a range of values proportional to a user’s
intent, rather than an on-off thresholded switch approach. We introduce a four class pointer
control BCI which operates in three distinct control modes. The first, ‘Discrete Mode’ is akin to
the examples mentioned above in that if after analysis of EEG a criterion is met, the output is a
one pixel movement of the pointer. In the second ‘Analogue Mode’, at no time is a yes/no
binary decision made, the movement of the pointer is directly proportional to the intention of
the user. Finally ‘Combined Mode’ uses both the thresholding criteria of ‘Discrete Mode’ and
the output of ‘Analogue Mode’ together. Six subjects completed a series of pointer movement
tasks using this online system to facilitate comparisons of each control mode in terms of time
and accuracy.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Six healthy right-handed adults (four males, two females) with normal or corrected to normal
vision participated in the study aged 18-54 (mean age 34). All subjects were naïve to BCI
experiments. Each subject completed the entire experiment in a normal office environment
within the BCI Group at the University of Essex and received no remuneration.
2.2. Stimulator/Pointer Engine
The stimulator/pointer engine (Fig 1) was displayed to each subject using a standard widescreen
flat panel LCD monitor at a standard HD resolution of 1920x1080 with a refresh rate of 60Hz.
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Each subject was situated at a distance of 60cm from the screen with the bottom edge at eye
level. During an active trial displayed on the screen was a pointer reticule surrounded by four
colour reversing gratings serving as SSVEP targets. Each grating was distinct in reversal rates
and located around the reticule corresponding to the four directions the user was able to move
the reticule. In keeping with our previous research (Wilson and Palaniappan, 2009), the target
frequencies were 15Hz, 12Hz, 10Hz & 8.57Hz corresponding to integer divisors of the 60Hz
screen refresh rate. The user was able to move the reticule around the screen by simply
attending the stimulus corresponding to the direction they wished the reticule to move.

Figure 1. Screenshot of the stimulator/pointer engine at start of a “left movement” task, having just
successfully completed an ‘Up Movement’ task. Screen Resolution: 1920x1080. Pointer Reticule (upper
right of figure) 150x150. Stimuli Gratings (surrounding reticule) 200x50/50x200. 15Hz Down/Bottom.
12Hz Left. 10Hz Top/UP. 8.57Hz Right. Target Icon (upper left of figure) 25x25, situated 200 pixels
from top and left edge.

2.3. EEG acquisition
EEG was recorded using three gold electrodes, two in a bipolar configuration at locations Oz
and PO3 according to the international 10/20 system and a final electrode at the forehead (Fpz)
serving as ground. Impedances were kept below 5Ω through use of conductive paste. The EEG
biosignal amplifier employed was the g.BSamp coupled to the g.16sys subsystem (g.tec, Guger
Technologies) incorporating a hardware bandpass from 2-30Hz, with a notch filter at 50Hz (UK
AC power frequency). The sampling rate was Fs = 300Hz to provide an integer number of
points encompassing each stimulus single cycle. This allows the frequencies of interest to be
fully contained within an individual FFT ‘bin’ alleviating spectral leakage (Bach and Meigen,
1999).
2.4. Signal processing & Single cycle Extraction
Initially a four second (1200 samples) epoch of EEG was collected. Rectangular sliding
windows corresponding to single cycle sample lengths of the four stimuli (20pts - 15Hz, 25pts –
12Hz, 30pts – 10Hz, 35pts - 8.57Hz) were sequentially slid over the epoch and submitted to an
FFT operation individually. The resulting arrays of complex components from ‘Bin 1’
corresponding to each of the four stimuli fundamental repetition rates were then passed to each
control mode analysis engine simultaneously. The epoch was then updated by five samples on a
First In First Out (FIFO) basis and the sliding windows and FFT process repeated. This equated
to a fundamental system speed of 60Hz (Fs = 300/5), meaning a decision was made by the
system to move the pointer every 16.66ms.
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2.5. Discrete Classification
Each array of computed single cycle Fourier complex components F(n) and their means
〈 ( )〉
extracted from the four distinct window lengths corresponding to each stimulus were
) (Victor and Mast, 1991).
simultaneously submitted to a circular T2-test (
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Equation (1) defines the
statistic and shows that for N independent estimates of F(n) drawn
from a sample of assumed mean of = 0 (no SSVEP response or noise), N.
is distributed
according to
. The basic application of the
statistic is the determination of
,
whether an observed set of Fourier components are consistent with random fluctuations alone
(EEG noise), or conversely, whether this set of observations implies (to within a given
confidence level was set at
confidence level) that an SSVEP component is present. The
1%; values of p falling below this level (p < 0.01) resulted in a pointer movement of one pixel
in the direction represented by the array of Fourier components that had reached significance.
2.6. Analogue Classification
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Simultaneously each ( ) were also normalized and compared purely on their phase
component using equation (2) (Rayleigh, 1880; Stapells et al., 1987). This produced a Phase
Locking Index (PLI) score ranging from 0 – 1 with a value of one indicating a completely phase
coherent response (all cycles have exact phase) and zero indicating a completely incoherent
response with cycles having phase equally spread about 360 degrees. The PLI value was
subsequently scaled by a factor of five and the resulting value the distance in pixels to be moved
in the corresponding direction by the pointer. Thus giving a range of pointer movement values
possible from zero to five pixels.
2.7. Combined Mode
Combined Mode uses aspects of both the previous Discrete and Analogue modes. Initially it is
identical to Discrete Mode in that a pointer movement only occurs if the
statistic is
significant, however when this condition is met, instead of a pointer movement of a single pixel
a movement of distance equivalent to that calculated by the PLI value in Analogue Mode
method is used instead.
2.8. Experimental Setup
Each subject was required to complete two trials consisting of four distinct left, right, up and
down pointer movement tasks over all three control modes, thus completing six trials and 24
pointer movement tasks in total (see Fig 2 for description). Each movement task required the
subject to move the pointer reticule over a laterally placed target icon. Therefore to successfully
‘hit’ a target only a single plane directional movement was required from the reticule initial
position or after successfully hitting a previous target. However all stimuli were active at all
times and subjects were free to choose a trajectory of their choice and indeed would need to
command two dimensional movements to correct undesired orthogonal movements away from
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Figure 2. Order of movement tasks for Trial 1. Movement Task 1 (upper left). Movement Task 2 (upper
right). Movement Task 3 (lower left). Movement Task 4 (lower right). In Trial 2 movement tasks were
reveresed. The Pointer reticule was initially located 20 pixels from edges of left corner of the screen at
start of Trial 1 and right corner Trial 2. In every movement task the target icon was located 200 pixels
from edges of respective corner.

the target icon. Note that as analysis of all stimuli occurred simultaneously it was entirely
possible that combined movements such as diagonal direction could be achieved.
The pointer reticule was confined to the edges of the screen but each target icon was located so
a subject was unable to ‘drag’ along the edge of the screen to complete movement task. The
order in which control modes were employed for each trial was block arranged across the six
subjects, meaning all subjects completed each trial in a unique order with respect to control
modes. The trajectory of the center of the reticule pointer and elapsed time were recorded for
performance analysis for each task in each trial. An accuracy statistic was derived from the
output of the BCI at each movement decision step. If the location of the pointer was a greater
distance from the target (in either horizontal or vertical plane) than in the previous step then the
previous output was classed as a ‘undesired move’.

3. Results
Table 1 depicts the average completion times for each movement task over all subjects and trials
in addition to the grand averages over all movements and all control modes. Combined Mode
was significantly faster ( p < 0.05) than either Discrete or Analogue mode for all movement
tasks. There was only a significant difference between Analogue and Discrete mode completion
times during the left movement task.
Table 2 depicts the average percentage of wrong moves for each movement task over all
subjects and trials in addition to the grand averages over all movements and all control modes.
Higher values represent pointer trajectories that were less accurate. Discrete and Combined
Modes were statistically significantly more accurate than Analogue mode for all movement
tasks. There was no significant difference in accuracy between discrete and combined modes.
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Table 1. Grand average completion times(s) across all movements
Movement
Freq
Discrete*
Analogue^
Combined+
Right
8.57Hz
29.91
29.07
13.39*^
Up
10Hz
24.53
19.18
14.59*
Left
12Hz
45.30^
54.36
36.55^
Down
15Hz
23.99
36.25
20.57^
All
30.93
34.71
21.28

All
20.23
17.07
37.05
23.95

*^+denotes time taken is significantly less than Discrete, Analogue or Combined respectively (paired
t-test, one-tailed, p < 0.05)

Table 2. Grand average undesired move percentages(%) across all movements
Freq
Discrete*
Analogue^
Combined+
Movement
8.57Hz
3.06^
19.52
7.85^
Right
10Hz
1.28^
13.68
5.85^
Up
12Hz
5.95^
18.04
6.25^
Left
15Hz
3.54^
10.39
2.57^
Down
3.45
15.40
5.63
All

All
10.14
6.93
10.08
5.50
8.16

*^+denotes result is significantly less than Discrete, Analogue or Combined respectively (paired t-test,
one-tailed, p < 0.05)

4.

Discussion

It is apparent that the lower threshold to movement of the PLI algorithm incorporated in
Analogue Mode is more susceptible noise (contamination from other stimuli or by ongoing
brain rhythms overlapping with stimuli frequencies) compared to the robust statistical test of
Discrete mode. This resulted in any time saved in moving the pointer larger individual steps
being lost in correcting unwanted movements. Additionally Discrete mode retains both phase
and amplitude information in calculation of the %&'% statistic compared to Analogue mode
which disregards amplitude, classifying SSVEP purely on the phase coherence of the single
cycle vectors around the unit circle. Thus PLI is not a optimum basis for classification of
SSVEP alone because individual amplitudes of stimuli flash events and noise are unlikely to be
equal. It is also interesting to note that the highest percentage of wrong moves in Analogue
mode occurred from the target stimuli encompassing the alpha EEG region 8-12Hz whereas the
higher 15Hz tagged stimulus suffered from the least percentage of wrong moves reinforcing this
theory. Completion times while using Analogue control also had the largest interquartile range
over all movement tasks (Fig 3). Some subjects were better able to control the higher sensitivity
of analogue control compared to others or perhaps suffered from less spontaneous alpha
contamination. Movement direction tasks employing the lower frequency targets in each plane
had tighter distributions compared to the opposing movement higher frequency targets with the
tightest distribution being at the lowest frequency of 8.57Hz. These results are in harmony with
the Bremen-BCI which was tested with 37 subjects (Volosyak et al., 2009b).
Discrete mode suffered the smallest percentage of wrong moves over all modes because
in addition to utilising both amplitude and phase information, any unwanted movement no
matter how severe the contamination, could only result in a single pixel movement in the wrong
direction. The subject was therefore able to take corrective action before the pointer moved too
far in an undesired direction.
Combined mode as expected benefits from the more robust classification of Discrete
control and proportional movement range of Analogue control resulting in significantly faster
performance than Discrete or Analogue modes with no significant loss in accuracy over
Discrete Control.
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Figure 3 Range of completion times for each movement task across all subjects. In each instance: Left plot
– Discrete Mode, Centre Plot – Analogue Mode, Right Plot – Combined Mode

It is important to note that the times reported in Table 1 could be improved by simply
scaling output of all the control modes by a constant factor to increase the distance the pointer
moves at each step. However, in doing so the granularity of movement would be degregated.
All control modes in this BCI are able to move the pointer with a granularity of a single pixel.
This guarantees the system to be operable with any end user application as in any hypothetical
system targets must be separated by at least one pixel to indeed be separable. Of course
typically targets are much larger than this in real world applications e.g. a standard Microsoft
Windows icon is 32x32 pixels. In addition if applying this BCI to current operating system
environments a ‘wrap around’ feature of the pointer could be implemented i.e. as the user
travels to the edge of the screen they continue until they reappear at the opposite edge.
Performance quantisation of online asynchronous BCI’s through traditional information
transfer rate (ITR) calculations is troublesome. Due to the fact that the system is asynchronous
in terms that the user decides which stimuli to attend and when, as opposed to a cue based
offline system. Performance quantisation of pointer movement is even more problematic in that
movement even with a traditional human computer interface such as a mouse is inherently
fuzzy. E.g. a user does not always travel the pointer on the most efficient route, especially
when the target of interest is not located laterally. Thus we have turned to real world efficiency
measures to quantify the performance of the BCI in time taken to complete a goal and classing
accuracy in terms of movements away from the target (whether desired or not) as opposed to
restricting the system and tasks to be able to calculate an ITR.

5. Conclusion
This work has demonstrated effective techniques that can be employed to provide analogue or
proportional control in an online SSVEP BCI. In any online BCI there is a relationship between
the user input and BCI output, any additional control that can be provided and evidence of the
control being utilized in feedback to the user will result in a better harmony using the system
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and in turn better results. It is important to always relate the output of the BCI to the application
at hand. An additional stimulus target could be added or eye blink incorporated to operate as a
mouse ‘click’ or select function in the presented BCI. The system could then be employed in a
current Windows OS environment whereby the control mode is determined by the location of
the pointer within the interface. E.g. when the pointer is over the scroll bar Discrete mode is
employed because the cursor must remain relatively stationary on the x axis and move
consistently up or down the y axis. When the pointer is on the desktop and the user is searching
for an icon Analogue or Combined modes could be employed. In this way the control of the
BCI can be designed to fit the demands of the application in addition to augmenting applications
to fit the BCI.
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